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1. Introduction

Analyses of joint moments are at the core of mechanical analysis of human movement, and help us understand joint loading and muscle function. In standard three-dimensional (3D) motion analysis, net joint moments are calculated via an inverse dynamics approach (Bresler and Frankel, 1950). They can be expressed in different reference frames, e.g. the laboratory frame or the coordinate systems of the local segments adjacent to the joint (Andrews, 1984). The choice of reference frame depends primarily on the research questions and preferences, which may affect the interpretation of results (Winter and Ishac, 1994; Andrews, 1984; Schache and Baker, 2007). Joint moments expressed relative to a laboratory axis, for example, will represent this joint's contribution to movement in the plane perpendicular to that axis. On the other hand, joint moments expressed relative to the local joint axes will represent the loading of the joint structures, and may be interpreted to correspond to muscle force production or ligament loading.

Lower extremity joint angles are usually calculated using the non-orthogonal axis system of the Joint Coordinate System (JCS), as recommended by the International Society of Biomechanics (Grood and Suntay, 1983; Wu and Cavanagh, 1995; Wu et al., 2002, 2005). Joint moments can be expressed relative to these axes to achieve correspondence between the joint angles and the joint moments, i.e. to ensure that a net flexion moment will result in a pure flexion (Andrews, 1984; Schache and Baker, 2007; Desroches et al., 2010). However, most commercial software systems have expressed joint moments in the orthogonal coordinate system of the distal segment of the joint and this has been commonly used in previous research (Dempsey et al., 2007; Chappell et al., 2002; Davis et al., 1991). The reasons for this choice are not clear, but it may be related to the use of local segment coordinate systems in the calculation of joint moments and the fact that a joint moment...
is a vector (unlike joint angle) and it is desirable to express it in an orthogonal axis system (Schache and Baker, 2007). In addition, the reflective markers over the tibia experience less soft-tissue artifacts than the femur markers, and Miranda et al. (2013) suggested that knee joint moments should be expressed in the tibia system to reduce the effects of soft-tissue artifacts.

Previous studies of standard gait have reported significant differences between joint moments expressed in different reference frames (Liu and Lockhart, 2006; Schache and Baker, 2007; Schache et al., 2007; Brandon and Deluzio, 2011). When comparing respective joint moments expressed in the global coordinate system, the local coordinate systems of the proximal and distal segment and the JCS, Schache et al. (2007) concluded that the frontal and transverse plane joint moments were more sensitive to a change of reference frame. This may affect conclusions from gait analysis, as Schache et al. (2008) found the effect of gait modification on knee adduction moments to be dependent on reference frame. However, Brandon and Deluzio (2011) reported results from gait analysis that were independent of reference frame. Subjects with osteoarthritis had reduced hip abduction moment and increased knee abduction moments during gait regardless if the joint moments were expressed in the global, distal or proximal frame, or the JCS.

Joint moments are important outcome variables in studies of drop jumps and sidestep cutting tasks that involve a high range of motion and changes of direction (Besier et al., 2001; McLean et al., 2004; Hewett et al., 2005; Kristianslund and Krosshaug, 2013). These tasks are investigated particularly in studies of sport injury causation. An anterior cruciate ligament injury is one of the most serious sports injuries, based on its frequency and the serious consequences such as a long rehabilitation time and a high risk of early osteoarthritis (Renstrom et al., 2008). Knee abduction moments have been in focus as a risk factor for anterior cruciate ligament injury, and numerous studies on the knee abduction moment in drop jumps and sidestep cutting have been published (Besier et al., 2001; Hewett et al., 2005; McLean et al., 2005; Sigward and Powers, 2007; Carson and Ford, 2011; Benjaminse et al., 2011). With the direction changes and greater range of motion seen with drop jumps and sidestep cutting, the choice of reference frame may be even more important. However, the choice of reference frame is commonly not reported (Besier et al., 2001; Hewett et al., 2005; Sigward and Powers, 2007), and different methods are in use (Kristianslund and Krosshaug, 2013; McLean et al., 2005; Dempsey et al., 2007; Chappell et al., 2002). Standardization of joint moment reporting, similar to the ISB standard of joint angle reporting (Wu and Cavanagh, 1995), may improve the quality of reporting of results and facilitate comparison of studies, but this requires information on the differences between methods. Robinson and Vanrenterghem (2012) reported that the choice of knee axes may affect the kinetics of sidestep cutting, but the differences among different joint moment reference frames have only been investigated in gait.

Three reference frames are typically used in 3D motion analysis: the global laboratory frame (global), the local coordinate system of the distal segment (distal) and the JCS axes (Liu and Lockhart, 2006; Schache and Baker, 2007; Brandon and Deluzio, 2011). Two different methods can be used to express joint moments relative to the JCS axes: projection (JCSp) and decomposition (JCSd) (Desroches et al., 2010). The differences among methods stem from the difference in axis definitions and different methods to express joint moments relative to the axes. All methods but the JCSd use representations that equate projection of the joint moment vector to the relevant axes. The differences in orientation of the axes depend on their definitions and the orientation of body segments relative to the lab and to each other.

The aim of this investigation is examine the sensitivities of hip and knee joint moments for a drop jump and sidestep cutting task to four different calculation methods: global, distal, JCSp and JCSd. Respective calculation methods will be compared based on the difference between maximum values and the correlation of the ranking of trials based on maximum joint moments between methods.

2. Methods

Recordings from the baseline testing for a prospective risk factor study in elite Norwegian handball were used for this methodological study. The study was approved by the Regional Ethics Committee and all subjects signed informed consent forms.

2.1. Testing and calculations

Seventy female elite handball players (age 21.7 ± 2.6 years, weight 70.1 ± 8.0 kg, height 1.72 ± 0.06 cm) performed drop jumps and sidestep cuts in a motion analysis lab with eight 240 Hz infrared cameras (ProReflex, Qualisys, Gothenburg, Sweden) and two 960 Hz force platforms (AMTI, Watertown, Massachusetts, USA). Thirty-five reflective markers were attached as described previously (Kristianslund and Krosshaug, 2013). We performed a recording of the static anatomical position for each player prior to testing to define the anatomical coordinate systems.

Drop jumps were performed from a 30-cm box. The athletes were instructed to drop off the box onto two force platforms and immediately perform a maximal jump. For sidestep cutting the players performed their usual sidestep cutting technique to pass a static human defender, cutting to the left (Fig. 1). They arrived at an angle of approximately 30° to the long axis of the lab. Due to technique differences, the cutting angle ranged from 31° to 110° (mean ± SD 67 ± 17°) and the approach speed from 2.3 to 4.2 m/s (3.4 ± 0.4 m/s). The defender adjusted her position to make sure the athlete hit the force platform using her self-selected sidestep cutting technique. Only trials where the athlete hit the force platform with all markers firmly attached to the skin and where the athlete displayed a match-like effort, as assessed by an investigator and team mates, were used for analysis. The test procedures and calculations are described in detail previously (Kristianslund and Krosshaug, 2013).

Force and marker trajectories were processed with a smoothing spline with a 15 Hz cut-off frequency (Woltring, 1986; Kristianslund et al., 2012). Calculations were performed in custom Matlab scripts (MathWorks Inc, Natick, Massachusetts, USA), with kinematics calculated according to the JCS convention (Grood and Suntay, 1983) and external joint moments calculated with iterative Newton–Euler inverse dynamics (Davis et al., 1991).

2.2. Expression of joint moments

Joint moments were expressed in four different reference frames (Fig. 2): the global laboratory frame (‘global’), the local frame of the distal segment (‘distal’), projected on to the JCS axes (‘JCSp’) and decomposed to JCS axes (‘JCSd’). The expression of joint moments in different reference frames is defined in Eqs. (1)–(4).

![Fig. 1. Sidestep cutting situation. The players were instructed to try to fake the static defender into going to one side while cutting to the other. Prior to the cut, the player received the ball from a team mate in order to make the situation realistic. Reproduced from Kristianslund et al. (2012).](image-url)
Fig. 2. Knee coordinate system used for the expression of joint moments. Global laboratory frame, tibia local frame and JCS axes. The tibial, and the JCS, are the same, JCS is the x-axis of the local femur frame and the JCS is the cross-product of the JCS and the JCS.

The JCS flexion axis is defined as the medio-lateral axis of the proximal segment, the rotation axis as the longitudinal axis of the distal segment and the abduction axis as the cross-product of the flexion and rotation axes (Fig. 2). The rotation axes of the JCS and the distal segment are thus equal. However, flexion and abduction axes are different between the distal segment and the JCS. The flexion axis of the distal segment is different from the JCS flexion axis whenever there is abduction or rotation. The abduction axis differs between the distal segment and the JCS with rotation of the tibia relative to the femur, as the abduction axis of the JCS is mathematically independent of the rotation of the distal segment about its longitudinal axis.

As decomposition to a non-orthogonal system is different from projection to the axes of the non-orthogonal system, flexion and rotation moments in it will be different from other representations even if the axes are the same when JCSd is applied. However, the abduction moment is the same with projection and decomposition, because the JCS abduction axis is the cross-product of the flexion and rotation axes (Desroches et al., 2010).

2.3. Mathematical descriptions

The net joint moment was first calculated in the global XYZ coordinate system, resulting in cartesian components $m_{\text{global}} = (m_x, m_y, m_z)^T$, where $T$ indicates transpose. To express the joint moment in the local coordinate system of the distal or proximal segment, we use the rotation matrix which transforms from the global to the local coordinate system (Winter, 2009)

$$R_{\text{global} \rightarrow \text{local}} = (e_x, e_y, e_z)^T$$

where $e_x$, $e_y$, and $e_z$ are unit vectors along the local coordinate axes, expressed in the global coordinate system. The joint moment expressed in local coordinates is then calculated as

$$m_{\text{local}} = R_{\text{global} \rightarrow \text{local}} \cdot m_{\text{global}}$$

During the kinematic analysis, we obtained unit vectors along the axes of the JCS, expressed in global cartesian coordinates. These are the flexion axis ($e_{\text{flexion}}$), the rotation axis ($e_{\text{rotation}}$), and the abduction axis ($e_{\text{abduction}}$) (Grond and Sunsay, 1983).

JCS joint moments were computed by taking dot products of the moment vector with unit vectors along the JCS axes

$$m_{\text{JCS}} = \begin{pmatrix} m_{\text{JCS,flexion}} \\ m_{\text{JCS,abduction}} \\ m_{\text{JCS,rotation}} \end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix} e_{\text{flexion}} \\ e_{\text{abduction}} \\ e_{\text{rotation}} \end{pmatrix} \cdot m_{\text{global}}$$

Note that the matrix on the right hand side is not a rotation matrix because the rows are not orthogonal.

JCSd joint moments are defined as the three moments along the JCS axes that add up to the total moment vector

$$m_{\text{JCSd,flexion}} e_{\text{flexion}} + m_{\text{JCSd,abduction}} e_{\text{abduction}} + m_{\text{JCSd,rotation}} e_{\text{rotation}} = m_{\text{global}}$$

This is a linear system of equations, with solution

$$m_{\text{JCSd}} = \begin{pmatrix} m_{\text{JCSd,flexion}} \\ m_{\text{JCSd,abduction}} \\ m_{\text{JCSd,rotation}} \end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix} e_{\text{flexion}} \\ e_{\text{abduction}} \\ e_{\text{rotation}} \end{pmatrix}^{-1} m_{\text{global}}$$

In a gimbal lock pose, when the flexion and rotation axes are parallel, the matrix inversion is not possible. Another special case occurs when the flexion and rotation axes are perpendicular. The matrix is then a rotation matrix, for which the inverse is equal to the transpose, and the JCS joint moments will be identical to the JCSp joint moments.

Matlab code for the calculation of these joint moment expressions can be found online as Supplementary material.

2.4. Statistical treatment

Maximum hip and knee joint moments during the contact phase from three drop jumps and three sidestep cuts for each player were used for analysis. These were treated as originating from 210 individual drop jumps and 210 individual sidestep cuts, as we were interested in the differences between methods, not between subjects. All joint moments were normalized to body mass prior to statistical comparison. SPSS 18 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) was used for statistical analysis. The mean and standard deviation (SD) were used to describe the normalized joint moments.

To describe the magnitude of difference between methods, we calculated the root mean square (RMS) value of the difference between maximal values. This measure represents the typical difference between methods. To show the magnitude of the difference between methods relative to the typical difference between trials, we calculated the RMS in percent of the SD of maximum joint moment expressed in JCSp. The differences were expressed relative to the JCSp joint moments as this expression was part of all the chosen comparisons and is commonly used in previous research (McLean et al., 2003; Kristianslund et al., 2013).

In many applications of biomechanical analysis, the ranking of subjects based on the measures of interest is important. If the measures change in a somewhat systematic manner such that the ranking stays the same, the results of statistical analyses to describe group differences or injury risk may not change, as the grouping can be unaffected. The effect of expression method on the ranking of trials based on joint moment measures was described with Spearman’s $\rho$.

We plotted the time series of joint moments from the most typical jump and sidestep cut (Fig. 3). We selected the trials with values closest to the average maximum joint moment for all hip and knee joint moments when expressed in JCSp and the most typical absolute difference for the most relevant comparisons. This was considered to be the difference between knee flexion, knee abduction, hip flexion, hip abduction moments expressed in JCSp and distal and the difference between knee flexion, knee internal rotation, hip flexion and hip internal rotation in JCSp and JCSd.

3. Results

The greatest differences between methods were seen for drop jumps hip internal rotation moments (range: 0.31–0.71 Nm/kg) and sidestep cutting knee flexion (2.87–3.39 Nm/kg) and hip internal rotation (0.87–2.36 Nm/kg) and knee internal rotation (0.10–0.40 Nm/kg) moments (Table 1). The choice of reference frame to express joint moments clearly affected the ranking of subjects based on maximum joint moments (Table 2). The rank correlations were highest between conditions for flexion moments (0.88–100) and sidestep cutting abduction moments (0.71–0.98). The rank correlations ranged from 0.64 to 0.73 for drop jump knee abduction moments and between 0.17 and 0.67 for hip and knee internal rotation moments. The RMS results demonstrate substantial differences in the magnitude of joint moments between methods (Table 3).

4. Discussion

We observed substantial differences among the expressions of joint moments calculated herein, both in ranking and magnitude of measures. Greatest differences in magnitude were seen for hip
Fig. 3. Hip and knee joint moments (Nm) in three planes of motion during stance phase from a typical subject expressed with the four different expression methods (global, distal, JCSp and JCs). Initial contact at 0 ms. Y-axis labels relate to positive values.

Table 1
Mean (SD) maximum joint moment (Nm/kg) during contact phase. \(N=210\) drop jumps and \(N=210\) sidestep cuts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Global</th>
<th>Distal</th>
<th>JCSp</th>
<th>JCs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Drop jumps</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knee flexion moment</td>
<td>2.62 (0.64)</td>
<td>2.62 (0.65)</td>
<td>2.61 (0.64)</td>
<td>2.66 (0.66)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knee abduction moment</td>
<td>0.39 (0.25)</td>
<td>0.31 (0.24)</td>
<td>0.37 (0.17)</td>
<td>0.37 (0.17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knee internal rotation moment</td>
<td>0.13 (0.07)</td>
<td>0.14 (0.09)</td>
<td>0.14 (0.09)</td>
<td>0.17 (0.15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hip flexion moment</td>
<td>3.13 (0.57)</td>
<td>3.13 (0.59)</td>
<td>3.13 (0.57)</td>
<td>3.16 (0.58)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hip abduction moment</td>
<td>0.71 (0.26)</td>
<td>0.70 (0.26)</td>
<td>0.70 (0.25)</td>
<td>0.70 (0.25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hip internal rotation moment</td>
<td>0.71 (0.22)</td>
<td>0.31 (0.13)</td>
<td>0.31 (0.13)</td>
<td>0.39 (0.20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sidestep cutting</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knee flexion moment</td>
<td>2.87 (0.56)</td>
<td>3.35 (0.62)</td>
<td>3.26 (0.61)</td>
<td>3.39 (0.63)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knee abduction moment</td>
<td>1.72 (0.79)</td>
<td>1.94 (0.75)</td>
<td>1.94 (0.72)</td>
<td>1.94 (0.72)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knee internal rotation moment</td>
<td>0.40 (0.14)</td>
<td>0.12 (0.16)</td>
<td>0.12 (0.16)</td>
<td>0.10 (0.18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hip flexion moment</td>
<td>3.90 (1.07)</td>
<td>4.57 (1.19)</td>
<td>4.15 (1.11)</td>
<td>4.59 (1.11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hip abduction moment</td>
<td>3.00 (0.83)</td>
<td>2.78 (0.83)</td>
<td>2.64 (0.84)</td>
<td>2.64 (0.84)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hip internal rotation moment</td>
<td>2.36 (0.72)</td>
<td>0.87 (0.31)</td>
<td>0.87 (0.31)</td>
<td>1.87 (0.62)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Internal rotation moments in drop jumps and knee flexion and hip and knee internal rotation moments in sidestep cutting. The ranking was most consistent across conditions for knee and hip flexion moments in drop jumps and for knee and hip flexion and abduction moments in sidestep cutting, as described by the rank correlation between methods.

Flexion moments in drop jumps correlated well between methods, with small differences in magnitude. This was expected, as the movement was unidirectional and controlled, ensuring reasonable alignment of the flexion axes of the different reference frames. For sidestep cutting, only the global representation did not correlate well with the other methods. With a dynamic movement including directional change, like the sidestep cut, the local flexion axes cannot be expected to align with the “flexion axis” of the global laboratory system. However, the flexion axes of the distal segment and the JCS seem to be well aligned for both the hip and the knee, as the correlations were high and the magnitudes of differences were small. Still, there were quite high RMS differences.
for both hip and knee flexion moments in sidestep cutting when comparing JCSp to distal or JCSp. This indicates that even with small effects on ranking and mean maximum values, the results from the different methods are substantially different.

Abduction moments were affected by expression method, and the rank correlations between methods range from 0.64 to 0.95. The ranking based on knee abduction moments was more consistent in sidestep cutting compared to drop jumps. The reasons for this are not clear, but it may be related to the fact that knee abduction moments occur earlier in the stance phase, with a lower knee flexion in sidestep cutting compared to drop jumps (Kristianslund and Krosshaug, 2013). As can be seen from the plot of a typical trial, there were greater differences between methods in sidestep cutting later in the stance phase. Although the ranking was good between methods for knee abduction moments in sidestep cutting, there were substantial differences in magnitude, as shown by the RMS difference.

Internal rotation moments axes are very different between methods. The axis is the same for the JCS and distal methods, and the difference in axis orientation from the global axis is related to both flexion and abduction of the distal segment. There is no correlation between the global internal rotation moments and the distal and JCS internal rotation moments. When the local rotation axis is 90° to the global axis, we expect no correlation at all. The local axis was not 90° to the global during these movements, but the distal segment longitudinal axis was nevertheless far from being aligned with the global vertical axis. The difference between decomposing and projecting to the longitudinal axis affected both magnitude and rank correlation of trials.

This study demonstrated differences in joint moment measures among various reference frames, as have previously been reported in standard gait (Schache et al., 2007; Schache and Baker, 2007; Liu and Lockhart, 2006). We have also shown how this can affect the ranking of athletes. Consequently, the choice of reference frame has the potential to affect conclusions of biomechanical studies analyzing knee and hip kinetics of drop jumps and sidestep cutting. There is an abundance of such studies to elucidate anterior cruciate ligament injury causation, but the lack of consistency in joint moment calculation and interpretation makes it difficult to compare studies and develop strong assertions regarding injury causation. The RMS difference between e.g. distal and JCSp knee abduction moments are similar to mean sex differences seen previously (McLean et al., 2005) and approaches the magnitude of the effect of fatigue on knee abduction moments (McLean et al., 2007).

In joint injury research, we are primarily interested in the loading of the joint, not its contribution to movement in a certain direction. Global joint moments may represent the latter, while local joint-specific expressions of joint moments are necessary to interpret joint moments as representing muscle force or ligament loading. The tibia reference frame is less affected by soft tissue artifacts (Miranda et al., 2013) and has the attractive properties of being an orthogonal coordinate system. On the other hand, expressing knee joint moments in this reference frame may not provide joint moment measures that correspond to our understanding of what a joint moment is. If we express knee flexion moments in the tibia system, they will not correspond to the extension moment generated by the quadriceps muscles if the knee is internally or externally rotated.

Expressing joint moments in the JCS facilitates interpretation of results and is a natural choice in multi-planar motion (Schache and Baker, 2007). This ensures a correspondence between joint kinematics and kinetics which may not be seen if joint moments are expressed in other reference frames. As the rank correlations between the JCS expressions and the other expression methods were moderate or poor for some of the joint moments, misguided conclusions may result from expressing in frames other than the kinematic joint axes. Furthermore, with only moderate correlation of internal rotation moments projected or decomposed to JCS axes, it is also important to consider how joint moments are expressed in the JCS.

The interpretations of the projection and decomposition of joint moments to JCS axes are different. Mechanically, the JCS can be considered hinge joints in series (Grood and Suntay, 1983). The net joint moment projected to one of the joint axis will describe the torque that is needed to resist the load on that axis (Desroches et al., 2004).
et al., 2010). If the net joint moment is decomposed to these non-orthogonal axes, joint moment vectors will sum up to the net joint moment, but the interpretation of the joint moment about an axis will be unclear. When interpreting local joint moments in light of muscle and ligament function, we want to know the torques that the muscles and ligaments need to resist about our chosen axis, and this will be described by projecting the joint moment onto the axis.

This study is based on one test setup and test protocol only, and results may be different in other labs or with other test procedures. The kinematics and kinetics from 3D motion analysis depend on a number of factors, such as skin movement, data filtering, joint center determination and segment coordinate system calculations (Chiari et al., 2005; Learndini et al., 2005; Della Croce et al., 2005; Kristianslund et al., 2012). However, in this study the only difference between the compared methods was how we expressed joint moments, and we have described the differences between expressions of joint moments in a typical testing situation.

5. Conclusion

The choice of reference frame to express hip and knee joint moments significantly affects the calculated joint moments during dynamic high-impact landing movements. This is especially true for abduction and internal rotation moments, where there may be only a poor or moderate correlation of the ranking of subjects between different methods. The choice of method may influence the conclusions of biomechanical studies examining such movements, and joint moments should be interpreted in light of the methods used to obtain them. Consequently, the method used to express joint moments should be reported in mechanical analysis of human movement. Furthermore, a standardization of joint moment reporting could facilitate comparison of studies and improve the quality of data generation and interpretation. As projection to the JCS is the only method where joint moments correspond to muscle and ligament loading, it is a natural choice for a standard of joint moment reporting.
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